FINE ARCHITECTURAL
PLASTERWORK

Our services
Artisan Plastercraft specialises in heritage and
bespoke plasterwork for high-end residential,
conservation and restoration environments.
From historic grand buildings, stylish residential properties to commercial interiors,
our plasterwork is skilfully designed, manufactured and installed by our master
craftspeople. Our professional team comprises designers, model and mould-makers,
skilled craftspeople and project managers - all dedicated to delivering the very best service,
products and finish.

• Decorative & Ornamental Plasterwork
• Ornamental Model & Mould Making
• Period Plaster Restoration
• Specialist Lime Plasterwork
• Lath and Plaster Restoration
• Exterior Lime Plasterwork
• Jesmonite / GRC

Artisan Plastercraft are driven by an overriding passion
of delivering outstanding plasterwork craftsmanship
and perfection on client projects.

Royal Academy of Arts ©Rory Mulvey

www.artisanplastercraft.com

Our workforce and clients are our partners and ambassadors
- imperative as we seek to be the superior plasterwork
company in the marketplace.

+44 (0)1959 571 135

Why choose us
We understand that
choosing the right partner
to represent your brand
and work alongside your
team is critical to success.

At the beginning of each project we invest our time to fully
understand your objectives, working with you not only as a
supplier but as a partner too. Your dedicated Project Manager will
complete an on-site assessment of the building and the project’s

Creativity

requirements, thereby ensuring we deliver a professional and

We have a passion for fine architectural plasterwork,

superior service.

envisioning your project requirements and constantly
improving the products and services we offer our clients.

We operate throughout the UK and have two manufacturing units
- enabling us to easily accommodate our customers’ needs. We
apply our design skills and detailed technical knowledge to all of
our projects. We recreate mouldings to match existing or bespoke
designs, repair damaged plasterwork as well as working on unique
architectural constructions.

We offer

Our values

Quality
We insist on quality at every point of customer engagement.
Cohesive design is at the heart of every project. In order to
support this, our designers use CAD to eradicate human error
– ensuring a superior end product.

Trust
We are loyal to our clients. We work with our clients to achieve

60

a collaborative approach, making sure we deliver on objectives and
meet expectations. We are experts in what we do. By using our specialist

Quality

Experience and application

Superior craftsmanship employed

Breadth of projects: from the arts,

on every project - encompassing

to palaces, hotels and museums

60 years of heritage and

we are adept within varying

restoration experience.

sector projects.

Value

One step to Director

We are efficient, yet effective with

A client is no more than one step

your budget and deliver on time.

away from a director, enabling a

knowledge and skills we continually add value – this results in a trusting
relationship with our clients, and repeat business.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you and
the team for the works carried out at 36 & 37 Wellington
Square and look forward to working with Artisan again
in the future. We appreciate good, hard-working labourers
and the guys did not just excel themselves in their work
quality, but also their attitudes on site, from start to finish.

responsive working partnership.
Barry Sullivan,
Coxdown Construction Ltd
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Case Studies

A selection of our work

Projects

Projects
Client Hotel Russell/Principal
Contractor S&T UK Ltd
Architect Tiffany Nellie EPR
Location London
Category Fibrous Plastering

Hotel Russell is a luxury hotel in Russell Square,
in the heart of Bloomsbury, London. Our work at

Client German Embassy

Client Wallace Collection

Client Gatti House

Contractor Coniston

Contractor Coniston

Contractor Blenheim House

walls. We are replicating and reinstating intricate

Architect Uberraum

Architect Purcell

Architect Peek Architecture

ornate ceilings, cornice (to 340 bedrooms), ornate

Location London

Location London

Location London

columns and pilasters.

Category Fibrous Plastering

Category Fibrous Plastering

Category Fibrous Plastering

Client Craftworks

Client Beaumont Hotel

Client Houses of Parliament

Contractor Habitat

Contractor Chorus

Contractor Stonewest

Architect John Smart Architects

Architect Reardon Smith

Architect Purcell

Academicians’ Room.

Location London

Location London

Location London

We have created new decorative arches to match

Category Lime Plastering

Category Jesmonite

Category Lime Plastering

the 5-star hotel includes plaster restoration and
remodeling of extremely ornate plaster ceilings and

Client Royal Academy of Arts
Contractor John Sisk and Son
Location London
Category Fibrous Plastering & Lime Plastering

As part of the Royal Academy of Arts 250th anniversary,
the iconic British institution undertook a £12.7 million
restoration.
Our decorative ceiling moulding and restoration
expertise were called upon when we were asked to
replicate existing plasterwork, repair areas in multiple
rooms and dismantle the historic ceiling in the British

existing and manufactured and installed a bespoke
fibrous plaster niche in the main entrance.
Image courtesy of ©Rory Mulvey
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The Directors

We intend to become the leading fibrous

Michael Michael has over 30 years’ experience in the specialist plastering industry and has an unrivalled

plastering replication and restoration

passionate interest in restoration and conservation work, and is a member of the FIS Heritage Plastering

company, by being consistent on quality,
project completion and reliability. All being
achieved with highly motivated staff whom
gain and retain our loyal customer base.

knowledge gained from his wealth of experience at every operational level. He has a particular and
Working Group. He has worked on some of the most prestigious projects in the UK and Europe, always
ensuring that the projects have the highest levels of attention and the very best practises and craftsmanship.
Day to day, Mike visits clients and oversees our site works and site management delivery.
Andy initiated the set-up of Artisan Plastercraft to specialise and focus specifically in the restoration and
conservation of period plasterwork - with a vision to raising the traditional specialist plastering services
reputation to a higher level. The endeavour has been built from an ethos of good teamwork, motivational
workshops and a constant enforcement in personal pride and respect to achieve the finest quality and
levels of plastering craftsmanship. Andy ensures that this focus is instilled into the very heart of the business
utilising continual improvement programs and workshops.
Co-founder Paul has 25 years’ experience working in the fit-out and fibrous plastering sectors, initially as

Michael Arney
Managing Director

a CAD draughtsman, progressing to Design Manager and then on to Project Management and Operations
Management for large commercial projects. This experience has provided Paul with the invaluable skills
required to fully understand and manage the design, commercial, and financial facets of the business.

Andy Kemp
Operations Director

Paul St John
Commercial Director

We found both the quality of your
company’s work and the attitude of your
management to be excellent. Your safety
ethos is what we would expect from a
valued member of our supply chain and
the fact that you always maintained a
can-do attitude did not go unnoticed
and was very much appreciated.
Mustafa Ulla, Coniston Ltd
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Our trade achievements
We are advisers on the FIS Heritage Plaster forum – a panel of experts advising on key heritage and public
interest plasterwork restoration projects.
We are pleased to have been awarded the Gold Judges Award, the Gold Heritage Award and the Silver
Fibrous and GRG Award by the FIS. We are thrilled to collect these awards in recognition of the craftsmanship
we apply to all our projects.

We have been creating quality plasterwork for over 25 years and pride ourselves
on regular repeat business with our clients.
With generations of experience our craftspeople are skilled in the design, manufacture
and installation of all forms of fibrous plaster mouldings and traditional lath and lime
plastering.

Artisan Plastercraft provided an excellent service
ensuring the strict conditions requested by the
Conservation Officer were adhered to. Artisan
Plastercraft’s standard of completed work is of the
highest quality. We would be delighted to work
with Artisan again.

Contact us at:
info@artisanplastercraft.com

Harry Gavriel, Blenheim House Construction
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